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Binational, Multidisciplinary and Evolutionary:
Arctic’s Tradition and the Future of the Arctic Institute
MICHAEL P. ROBINSON’
ABSTRACT. In its
40 years of continuous quarterly publication, journal
the Arctic has traced the intellectual history
of Canadian and American northern
science as driven by concerns for a variety for northern topics, including political systems, natural resources, military activities, cultural change,
sovereignty assertionand natural science.Clearly,the futureof northern scholarship deeply involves integrated polar information systems and some kind
of centrally recognized polar institute entraining binationalism,
a multidisciplinary approachand systematic circumpolar publication.Self-governing,
self-reliant and land-owning tribal councils in Alaska,
Yukon and the Northwest Territories will provide
a further impetus to northern research beyond
that alreadyin place for40 years, based largely
upon renewable and non-renewable natural resources. The founding principles
of the Institute will serve
it
well in the context of northern scholarship in the
1990s and 2000s, drawing support from recent Canadian and American evaluations
of arctic science
policy.
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Arctic a retracé I’évolution intellectuelledes études canadiennes et
RÉSUMÉ. Durant ses40 ans de publication trimestrielle ininterrompue,journal
américaines sur le Nord. Ces dtudes étaient motivées par des préoccupations qui se rattachaient h divers thkmes du Grand Nord comme le systhne
politique, les ressources naturelles, l’activitd militaire, le changement
culturel, la question de la souverainete
et les sciences naturelles.I1 est clair que
l’avenir de la science du Grand Nord repose en tr&s grande partie sur des systhnes d’information polaire integr& et sur unesorte d’institutpolaire
centralement reconnu qui favoriserait
un bi-nationalisme, une approche multidiscipliaire etdes publications recouvrant toute la zone circumpolaire.
Les
conseils des tribus auto-gouvernees, auto-suffisantes
et propriétaires des terres en Alaska,au Yukonet dans les Territoires
du Nord-Ouest donnerontun
nouvel elanh la recherche dans le Grand
Nord en plus de celle qui existe depuis
40ans, à partir surtout des ressources renouvelables et non renouvelables.
Les fondements de l’Institut continueront valables,
d’être dans le contexte
des etudes nordiques durant les années
90 et au-delà,vu qu’ils ontkté confirmes
par de récentes évaluations faites par le Canada
et les Etats-Unis sur les politiquesde l’dtude de l’Arctique.
Mots clés: Arctique, Institut Arctique de 1’Amiriquedu Nord, bi-nationalisme, multidisciplinaire, sciencedu Grand Nord, études nordiques
Traduit pour le journal par Nésida Loyer.

Arcticistheconcern
for the particular, thenarrowlyconstrained, the controlled experiment. Here we find free rein for
Forty-two yearsof development of one legislative mandate with the expert to view and describe the big picture.
program refinements, changes, dead-ends, new opportunities
A veryspecial contributionto this fortieth anniversary issue is
and potential; 40 years of publication of Arctic with evolving the paper by summer student Roman Harrison andeditor Gordesign and format but
one central purpose -the historyof the
don Hodgson.This content analysis of Arcric brings computerArctic Institute is inextricably boundup with its flagship publiaided coherence to anecdotal speculation about the journal’s
cation, Arctic. The journal’s development has created a continu- contents. For the first time we learn about the nationality of
ous intellectual thread in the physical, biophysical, social and
authors, the frequency of national contributions and trends in
technical development of the North. Over 40 years a series of
the number of pages and authors per article. Given that this
dedicated editors has nurtured in a very human
way the maturing analysis is a comprehensive review
of Arctic’s contents, it may
of an important scholarlyjournal. In its pages we find tangible also be viewedas a content analysis of North American (andto
proof of the evolving variety of circumpolar scholarship - some extent circumpolar) northern
scholarship. The trends that
variety in disciplines, methodologies, sources of research fund- emerge may seem obvious in retrospect and tend to confirm
ing, combinations of authors, locales and topics of study.
anecdotal supposition, but they now give us an authoritative,
Given the relative and supposed lack of ideological restraints
factual baseupon which to forecast future trends.
upon the developmentof science, it is extremely interestingto
trace the birth and development of scientific ideas and their
expression in the
North. In the pages
ofArctic we can follow the
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northern developmentof engineering and physics, environmental impact studies, cultural and wildlife resource management,
If past performance, indicatedbyHarrisonandHodgson
nativelandclaimsand
sustainable economicdevelopment.
(1987), and a good deal of conventional wisdom are truly the
Reading between the lines, we arguably can see the pervasive best available criteria upon which to base projections of future
ideologies of the times exercising
their influence on the budgets performance, wenowhaveamorecoherentview
of our
and minds of scientists and in turn eventually appearingin the
northern scientific and scholarly future. At the most general
pagesof Arctic. Asabarometer of thetrends in northern level we can agree that:
scientific publication, Arctic provides us with an intellectual
0 northern research is
expensive and its conduct varies with
history of northern scholarship.
national levelsof affluence;
In this specialfortieth anniversary edition of Arcticyou will 0 given the above, national expenditure trends in the fields of
read of the evolution of several northern topic areas: political
northern defence, frontier exploration and government sersystems, natural resources, military activities, cultural change,
vicestend to proportionally increase or decreasemonies
sovereignty assertion and natural
science. The current editor of
available for northern research; and
Arctic has chosen these general topics to give guest authors a 0 as northern political autonomy increases, so does northern
rare opportunity-the chance to reflect in broad terms upon the input increase to the setting ofnationalnorthernresearch
evolution of their specialty. Briefly absentfrom this edition of
agendas.
INTRODUCTION
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of northern
Since the publication
of National Needs and Arctic Research: cation, they showed an uncanny vision of the future
scholarship. If the Arctic Institute did not exist in 1987, one
A Framework for Action (May 1986) and Canada and Polar
Science (March 1987), amuchbetterinformeddebate
on would be tempted to create it.
northern science prioritiesfor the 1990s and 2000s has begun. In
both the U.S. and Canada we have seen the call for greater
public awarenessof our scientific roles as arctic nations andfor
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increased circumpolar cooperation in arctic research.
inmased
The
concern for arctic sovereignty in both nations belies a greater
In meeting the challenges of the next 40 years, the Arctic
issue: the Arctic has become one of the world’s most strategic Institute must continueto work to its strengths anddevelop new
areas.
areas of allied expertise. In 1987 the strengths of the Institute are
The U.S. Arctic is one of the richest commercial fisheries in its continued binational
identity, its growing public membership
the world and is potentially the base of several new billion(over 2400 membersandsubscribing institutions at time of
dollar industries. The Alaskan northern slope and the Canadian writing), its distinguished list of fellows and supportive life
Beaufort contain immensely importantstrategic reserves of oil members, its diverse budget support from the public and private
and gas. Lancaster Sound is an acknowledged point
of entry for sectors, its two Canadian research stations, the Arctic Science
Soviet submarines into the North Atlantic and a similar channel
and Technology Information System, the monthly newsletter
of entry for U.S. submarinestogainaccess
to Sovietfleet
Information North and the journal Arctic.
activities in the Barents
Sea. All of the above examples contrib- One alsocannot help but noticethe flexibility inherent in the
ute to the emerging profile of northern scholarship in the next institution. Rather than tie itself to one source of funding, the
two decades. In concrete terms it augurs for applied, problem- Institute has been fast on its feet, accommodating moves from
oriented research supplemented with related basicresearch.
McGill Universityto the University of Calgary and from WashThe U.S. Arctic Research Commission in its 1986 annual ington, D.C., to the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, without
report (1987: 10- 12)stresses the future need for a multidiscipli- losing touch with the membership. While the academic and
nary approach, including both long- and short-term
studies. It is administrative venues have changed, Arctic remains the coninteresting to note howits multidisciplinary nature, the thematic stant source of communication with a growing readership.
core of Arctic, continues to thrive in this reading
of the futureof
The Canadian corporationof the Institute has recently begun
northern research. From a disciplinary standpoint the Arctic
a new mission, the Northern Information Homecoming, based
Research Commission heard briefs in 1986 calling for greater upon the perceived need in the Canadian North for critically
research effort to be addressed to ice dynamics, weather fore- analyzed state-of-the-art information in six defined areas: land
casting, atmospheric effects on communications and defense
use planning, building science, sustainable economic developsystems, health, fisheries andgeopoliticaland jurisdictional ment, self-government development, science and technology
problems. The importance of international cooperation in this and humanities cumcula development. In each of the six areas
research was also a common
theme, with much advice rendered outlined the Institute plans to hire a research associate with
on the “hows” of improved communication.
cutting-edge skills. The new research associates will prepare the
Both the U.S. Arctic Research Commission and the authors state-of-the-art assessments with a view
to their publication and
of Canada and Polar Science have givencareful thought to the widespreaddistributionintheNorth.
It isanticipatedthat
development of improved data systems and networks to com- northern decision makers will benefit
from boththecritical
municatescientific findings. Establishment ofanarctic
(or assessment of the information and the secondment
of the authors
“polar” in the Canadian usage [Adamset al., 1987: 114-1151) to work alongside local organizations in delivering development
information system is both a goal and objective of the U.S. advice and assistance. The secondment of research associates
Arctic Research Policy and recommendation number 3 of the will also give the Institute’s work a human face in the North.
authors of Canada and Polar Science. Clearly the creation of Together thesix new research associates will deliver the Research,
such a system is an idea whose
time has come and come again. ItPublication and Secondment (RPS) Program of the Northern
is also continually expressed in a binational
context. Acting on Information Homecoming.
this perceived need, the Institute’s Canadian corporation has
Onceagainrelying
on multiplesources of support, the
recently begun negotiations with
the Boreal Institutefor North- Canadian corporation has begun a major fund-raising appeal to
ern Studiesto combine both institutes’ online databases intoone mobilize $1.6 millioninnew
funds to implementthe RPS
nationalsystem of excellence. Realizingthatthecostsof
Program. To date two Alberta-based foundations have pledged
maintaining such a system are persistent and higher than the
support for this new venture, and the Institute is now actively
present database budget
allocations of bothinstitutes, a proposal seeking corporate sector support. By combining industry, govfor federal supporthasbeensent
to theMinisterofIndian
ernment and charitable foundation funding with the demonAffairs and Northern Development. Ideally the Arctic Science strated northern need for critically assessed information, the
and Technology Information System (ASTIS),developed over Canadian corporation of the Institute is moving into the next
the past decade by the Canadian corporation, will become the decade with goals clearlydefined and a work plan in place.
foundation of the national polar information system envisaged
The American corporation, headquartered since 1984 at the
by the authors of Canada and Polar Science.
University of Alaska,Fairbanks, continuestostruggle
for
From our perspective, the contemporary demandfor circum- secure sources of funding, but annually contributes significantly
polar information systems with a multidisciplinary approach
to the membership of
the Institute and the publication of Arctic.
and anapplied focusis a continuing indication
of the fundamen- On 13 May 1987 the executivedirector of the Canadian corporatalwisdomof
the fathers of the Arctic Institute ofNorth
tionand the chairmanand executive secretaryofthe U.S.
America. In their endorsement and incorporation of binationalism,
corporation addresssed a potluck dinner in Fairbanksfor Instia multidisciplinary approach and
systematic circumpolar publi- tute members that was attended by over 70 people. From the
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FIG.1. Michael Robinson, executive director

of the Arctic Institute of North
America, Canadian Corporation, andDavid Norton, executive secretary of the
ArcticInstitute of North America, U.S. Corporation, in theKluaneLake
Research Station developing plans for the future of the Institute.

Institute’s perspective it was clear that night that the spirit of
binationalism is alive and well.
In 1986 BITNET electronic mail linkages were established
FIG.2. DavidNorton, executive secretary of theArcticInstitute
of North
offices, and almost daily exchangeAmerica, U.S.Corporation, Michael Robinson,executive director of the Arctic
between thetwo Institute head
of information ranging from scientific to administrative has
Institute of NorthAmerica,CanadianCorporation,andGeraldThompson,
begun. More recently BITNET communications links also
have associatedirector of theCanadianCorporation, discussing the 1987 annual
report of the Institute in frontof the Kluane Lake Research Station in southwest
beenestablishedwiththe
Scott PolarResearchInstitute in
Yukon, Canada.
Cambridge,theInstitute for ArcticandAlpineResearch in
Boulder, the Boreal Institutefor Northern Studiesin Edmonton
O Research associate Michael Pretes, adoctoralstudent
in
and the Universityof Trondheim in Norway.
At present theU.S. corporation has series
a
of projects under
Political Science at the University ofCalgary, is workingon a
way, including:
comparative studyof the Alberta HeritageSavingsTrust Fund
and the Alaska PermanentFund, both of which have attempted
O the production of a Beaufort Sea Fisheries synthesis monograph;
O the Pioneers of Transpolar Aviation Project, contemplating
to utilize resource revenueto increase social benefits.
the eventual publication of a book;
O Research associate Betty Harnum, a Master’s candidate in
O the collectionof Bill Field’s photographs of Alaska glaciers;
linguistics at theUniversityof
Calgary, isstudyingthe
O the acquisition of Roald Amundsen’s magnetic data for the
evolution of the CanadianInuktitut language and the related
North American Arctic;
Yupik and Inupiat. She is especially interested in language
0 a joint venture with
the Rasmuson Library, University of
changes that have stemmed from the introduction
of southern
Alaska, Fairbanks, and the Canadian corporationto place the
technology into Inuitsociety.
Arctic Bibliography online (pendinggovernmentfunding
O Research associate Wanda Wuttunee, a graduate student in
approval);
the Faculty of Management at the University of Calgary, is
O long-term environmental and cultural research opportunities
conducting an examination of the financial goals and policies
in northwest Alaska (funded by the National
Science Foundaof the 13 native regional corporations created by the Alaska
tion through the Alaska Quaternary Center);
Native Claims Settlement Act of 197 1.
O a cooperative agreement with the North Slope Borough that
O Research associate Constance Martin is working with Chauncey
will assist students and other young scholars with work of
Loomis, of Dartmouth College, New Hampshire, on a book
interest to both the Borough and theInstitute; and
that will focus on images of the Arctic as written, drawn or
O promotion of publication of Blue Babe, a book on the excava- painted by early explorers and on their impact on society’s
tion and investigation of the remains of a 36 000-year-old
vision of the polar regions.
Pleistocene steppe bison from near Fairbanks.
O Research associate Leo Bushman is preparing a first exhibiThe Canadian corporationalso has several research projects
tion of the collected paintings of Dewey Soper, an eastern
under way, in the formof the ongoing work of current research High Arctic pioneerin natural history studies.
associates. Unlike the planned Institute-sponsored research of
0 Research associate Robert MacDonald is collecting northern
the RPS Program, the following projects are funded through a history materials with a view
to preparing an introductory text
variety of independent sources, includingmajorfoundation
to northern studies.
grants and the Social Sciences
and Humanities Research Council: O Research associate Gerald Holdsworth is continuingto utilize
O Research associate FrancesAbeleiscompletingthe
final
the Institute’s Kluane Lake Research Station to pursue
report of the Native Employment TrainingStudy. This study
paleoclimatological analysis of a 103-metre ice core taken
reviewed and evaluated several northern training programs
from Mount Logan in 1980.
with a viewto isolating factors that promote program success O Research associates Karen McCullough and Peter Schledermam
from both a community and
an agency perspective.
are continuing the work ofthe Ellesmere Island archaeologi-
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importance of self-governing, self-reliantand land-owning tribal
calresearchprojectbegunin
1977. This workfocuseson
regional culture history of theThule culture continuum in the councils in Alaska, the Yukon and the Northwest Territories
will provide the impetus for a new northern research agenda.
eastern Canadian High Arctic.
This will increasingly be dominated
by northern residentscholAll of the above projects continue
to support the Institute’s
ars, working out of truly northern universities. Prime topics of
tradition of a multidisciplinary approach and testify
to the U.S.
future study will be political evolution, local sustainable ecoand Canadian corporations’ continued intellectual vigour.
Together the twooriginal corporations are well positionedto
nomic development, cross-cultural education and the resolution
of community-basedhealth problems, suchasfetalalcohol
contribute to many aspects of arctic scholarship in the coming
respects thisvision of northern
decades. The contributions to come will be less comprehensive syndrome.Whileinmany
than the role originally conceived for the Institute in 1945, but
research is the polar opposite of that envisioned in 1945, the
Institute will be an integral part of its evolution and a shared
they will focus on historic strengths and demonstrated areas of
competency.Gazinginto
an arcticcrystal ball, weseethe
participantin its practice. Flexible, cooperative, binational,
Institute operating the acknowledged circumpolar online infor- multidisciplinary, evolutionary and funded by a broad base of
mationsysteminconjunctionwiththeBoreal
Institute for
interests, the Arctic Institute of North America looks out on the
Northern Studies. We seeArcric f i i l y occupying the roleof a
future with sharply honed
survival skills and a clear vision of its
multidisciplinary journal of excellence and enjoying a broader continuing mandate.
readership as the Institute’s public membership greatly increases.
Thenewsletter Informarion Nurrh willalsoflourish
as the
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